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Midokura to Present on Open Source Networking at All Things Open 2015 [1]

Dedoimedo at LinuxCon & CloudOpen 2015! [2]

Once again, you may have noticed a certain dose of quietness on Dedoimedo in the last week.
For a good reason, because I was away in Dublin, Ireland, attending LinuxCon and its colocated sister events. Presenting. On OpenStack. Yay.
So let me tell you a few more details on how it all went. Should be interesting, I guess,
especially some of the camera footage. Anyhow, if you care for one-man's retelling of the
Three Days of the Condor, I mean Mordor, I mean Dublin, oh so witty I am, then please, keep
on reading this lovely article. Right on.

Citizen cloud thoughts, after fOSSa 2015 [3]

I had (at least) three big reasons to be at the fOSSa 2015 conference, a couple of weeks ago.
Two already covered elsewhere and one, ?Citizen Cloud: Towards a more decentralized
internet??, that deserves its own separate post. Before getting to that, however, let me quickly
remind the first two reasons: first, I and Wouter Tebbens had to present a great research
project we of the Free Knowledge Institute are working on, that is Digital Do-It-Yourself
(DiDIY). I described the social, cultural and economical characteristics of DiDIY, and Wouter
its main legal issues, like Right To Repair. More about the ?Digital DIY? side of fOSSa 2015
is here. We also wanted to check out what others are doing about Open Education, as you can
read from Wouter here, and from me here. On to Citizen Clouds now.

LibreOffice Conference 2016 Will Take Place in Brno, Czech - September 7-9 [4]

On October 12, The Document Foundation, a non-profit organization that promotes and
governs the open-source LibreOffice office suite loved by numerous Linux users around the
globe, published details about next year's LibreOffice Conference event.
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